
This session will begin shortly 

To prepare for this session:

Please mute your microphone

Please switch off your video - this helps with bandwidth

We will inform you if we are recording the session

Please use the chat pane to interact with the session

We will ask you to complete an online evaluation at the end

Thank you for being with us
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Please say hello in the chat –
add your name and where you’re from





reflection 
point -

in which ways have you 
been using/supporting 
others 
to use digital technologies 
to connect with learners 
during lockdown?





the National eLearning Offer has 
three components:

liv
e learners interacting 

with teachers online

examples:
Mixed delivery
e-Sgoil

re
co

rd
ed

learners using pre-
recorded learning 
sessions identified by 
their teacher or 
sourced themselves

examples: 
Through West OS 
powered by Clickview, 
available through GLOW 
and locally agreed VLEs

su
pp

or
te

d learners using a 
variety of digital 
content identified by 
their teacher or 
sourced themselves

examples:
Podcasts
BBC Bitesize



supported
Following a series of ES hosted subject webinars during Term 4 lockdown it was clear 

that subject networks were sharing resources and wanting to do so more widely.  ES 
undertook to collate these and will continue to do so as long as it is useful and needed

This is what is referred to in NeLO as the supported component. Links to well known 
resources such as Scholar and BBC are included.

The first set of supported materials for the following subjects at National Qualification 
level went live week beginning 2nd November 2020. Over 15000 in all across 16 subjects

They can be accessed through a single point of access : 
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/nationalelearning/resources-2/ . Form on link 
to allow practitioners to add their resources

https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/glowblogs/nationalelearning/resources-2/


recorded

Over the summer of 2020 West Partnership set up West OS and began to 
commission a series of recorded lessons – know as the recorded component of 
NeLO.  Other RICs are now involved with this work. 

Almost 1000 20-minute lessons are available on West OS (largely senior phase 
and for national qualifications, but also increasing numbers of BGE materials.)  
These recorded lessons are available through Glow by local authorities signing up 
for ClickView, free of charge – 28 can now do so.  

Several hundred practitioners from local authorities across Scotland will continue 
to prepare, quality assure and share materials.



live
Following a request from CERG in August 2020, e-Sgoil developed a 3-18 offer 

for schools and centres to access as part of their remote learning plans. This 
included an after school study support programme for senior phase learners. (Via 
Glow).  
Lockdown Live added from 11 January with open access sessions (non -Glow) 

each day - 10 am for primary; 11 am for S1-S3 and 2pm for senior phase. Sessions 
recorded. Includes daytime study support. 
DYW Live added from 18 January. 
Easter Study Support programme from 6th -16th April.  
S1-S3 and P4-P7 programmes being further enhanced for March.
Detail on all the e-Sgoil programmes available on their website: http://www.e-sgoil.com/

http://www.e-sgoil.com/


recorded



live



live

The Learning Spaces

Early – ELC & P1 First – P2 - P4 Second – P5 - P7



‘Children learn best when they are active (minds on), not on 
autopilot; engaged not distracted; when the content being learned 
is meaningful; and when they are socially interactive’



live

The Learning Spaces
• Accessible by the learner

• Collated links offering one-stop-shop to high quality national and international 
resources such as BBC Bitesize, Scottish Book Trust

• Curated online content chosen to provoke learning possibilities beyond the screen

• Constantly evolving led by feedback from learners

• Spaces are designed to become owned by the users



live



live



live

Live weekly support for home or in school
First and Second Level @ 
10am on e-Sgoil

Monday

Introduction to 
Learning Spaces

Tuesday

Specialist session

Wednesday

Check-in

Thursday

Specialist session

Friday

Sharing inspirations 
from learners



live

Early Level – Dug’s Discovery Den
• Accessible by the young learner 
• Seasonal themes 
• Offers provocations to real life 

experiences beyond the screen
• Mindful of schematic nature of 

early childhood development
• Purposefully placed in outdoor 

spaces
• Currently (safely) touring the 

country
• Embeddable 





live



live



live



How will we continue 
building the curriculum

WITH the learner?



How will we continue 
building the curriculum

WITH the family?



How will we continue 
building the curriculum
WITH the community?



Talking point 2

Using the chat pane -

In a few words, 
When delivering 
digital learning where are 
the opportunities and 
where are the challenges in 
delivering Scotland's 
curriculum?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I've added this in as a separate talking point to follow up on the 4 capacities etc discussion. Do we need something in between these two talking points? Or just for one of us to summarise how we intend the work here to become embedded in the #nextnormal. I can summarise some of the aspirations of the 6 regional leads for NELO.



Talking point 3

Using the chat pane -

In a few words, 

What digital approaches for ELC and 
primary do you hope we carry forward into 
our return?



Thank you for watching 
for more information visit 

https://education.gov.scot/improvement/national-e-learning-offer/

https://education.gov.scot/improvement/national-e-learning-offer/
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